Call for Papers - Concluding By2020WeRiseUp
After two years and six strategy conferences, the By2020WeRiseUp-campaign will come to a close at
the end of 2020. The campaign originated from the Climate Justice Action Network in the summer of
2018, when the climate justice movement was in a very different place: Many grassroots groups were
operating on far fewer scales and neither Fridays for Future nor Extinction Rebellion had even entered
the stage. Intended as a neutral platform for strategy, escalation, and coordination, By2020 and it's over
sixty supporting groups from all over Europe tried to answer the pressing question of how the diversifying and growing movement for climate justice could support and amplify each other.
It's important to draw lessons from the past and ongoing coordination efforts so that the movement can
keep learning and growing. To this end, we'd like to ask you to consider the following questions
and send us your papers to <2020we@riseup.net> until the 15th of November. Your input will be
invaluable to take stock of the campaign and look ahead towards the future of the climate justice movement during By2020's final European strategy conference from the 27th to the 29th of November.
1) What role did coordination (whether it involved By2020 directly or not) play for your group in the
past two years? In which coordination efforts was your group involved in the and why? When wasn't it
involved in coordination efforts and why?
2) Which aspects of coordination generally and the By2020-platform specifically were useful and how?
3) What was missing from local or regional coordination efforts that your group participated in?
What was missing in European coordination (whether done by By2020 or not)? What could or should
have been done differently?
4) How does the year 2021 look like in regards to climate activism? Correspondingly, what is needed
from European coordination in 2021? What would get above and beyond the year 2020 and the
By2020-platform?
5) In how far is your group able and willing to actively contribute to a common collaboration and
networking spaces? In which ways (e.g. assigning the tasks of networking or outreach to people or even
a working group within your group; actively working on organizing coordination spaces; elaborating
on and sharing experiences or lessons learned of your group)?

